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Alef is number one. ¶ However the one that is referred to is “one not in counting” as the Tikkuney Zohar says. ¶ That means that alef represents something more than just a ‘one thing’, as opposed to nothing or two things. ¶ It represents wholeness, unity, cohesiveness, continuity, singularity. ¶ The way I understand this is that unity must include everything that is as well as everything that is not if it is indeed unity. All possibility as well as all actuality. Past, future, and present...etc... ¶ So I understand alef to include zero. One, as a number, is not infinity. It is being and existence. It excludes non-being and non-existence. So I can only conclude that alef must be represented by the equation 0=1. That is comprehensive and whole, considering the ‘1’ is everything (in conventional language) and ‘0’ is nothing. If there is a true unity that encompasses all nothing and everything must be a single continuum that goes beyond division. Thus alef is 0=1.

—David Chaim Smith, personal correspondence

Dilige et quod vis fac.” St. Augustine, 7th Sermon on the First Letter of St. John

Exodus. Common English translations have it in one form or another as, “All that the LORD has spoken we will do!” The Hebrew, emphatically, has it the other way: “We will do and we will hear.”

Cf. A commitment to do right prior to knowing what right is.

Cf. Equivocation in the guise of study.

Cf. Thinley Norbu’s White Sail

T.S. Eliot, Four Quartets, “East Coker” III and “The Dry Salvages” II
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